SUBJECT: MEDIA ARTS

GRADE LEVEL: 9-12 S1Q2

Media Arts
Essential Understanding: Learning The
Basics of Photoshop and COLOR!
Photoshop is a digital image creation and
editing program. Photoshop is an industry
The unexamined life is not worth
standard program. What does this mean?
living.
It means that professionals use this proSocrates, in Plato, Dialogues, Apology
gram to create graphics. You will be
Greek philosopher in Athens (469 BC learning the basics of how to use Phot399 BC)
oshop. You will be placed in a level group
of beginner, intermediate or advanced.
Each level will be working a similar assignment with varying levels of difficulty.
You will be given a “beginning” task that
you must complete correctly before moving on to the next task or assignment. You will be required to compete tasks, tutorials, step-bystep assessments and other skill related work to show mastery of the subject matter.

Lessons

Photoshop (multiple)
Color Theory
* You are responsible for all
work and/or lessons that have
been missed due to any type of
absence.
Classroom Management
____ Introduction to Jobs
____ Classroom expectations

Individual Work (work at your own pace with
progress made daily with work due weekly)
___1. Read the study guide (mark up important areas). 5 pt
___2. Participate in all lessons (points given). 5pt per lesson
* If you are not paying attention during a lesson you are
NOT participating and will not
receive any points.
___3. Complete Super hero
___4. Complete Mr. Melon
Head

X X
Personal Projects Progress: Due 12/8 & 9 X
___5. 4 Thumbnail Sketches (color wheel)
___6. Begin work on color wheel (digital or painted)
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Assignments: Due 12/12 & 13

GRADE LEVEL: 9-12

O

___7. Digital Animated Sandwich (assignment)
___8. Digital Color Gradation (assignment)
___9. Create a Digitally painted Selfie in Photoshop

O

O

Digitally Painted Selfie

Please read carefully
Paying attention during a lesson = You are looking at the teacher, you are quiet, you are not distracted, talking, looking at or touching a computer or other device. You raise your had with any
questions or comments. ANY behavior not following this outline will NOT receive points for a
lesson. * To receive points have me sign your Study guide directly after the lesson.
Please use your time wisely - You have a lot to do in a short amount of time. Choose what you
want to do and when you want to do it. YOU MUST be working at all times to receive an A. You
will have a mere three weeks to complete everything!
There are two digital assignments in photoshop (animated sandwich & color gradation) and two
possible projects (a color wheel and the digital selfie). The color wheel can be digital or paintedThe digital selfie MUST be in Photoshop (unless you had my class already - you may choose
between three choices, see me for choices).
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